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Abstra t. Although the

on ept of s ienti

litera y was developed in

the nineteen fties as a goal for s ien e edu ation, it was put on the
agenda again in the nineteen nineties. The proponents of s ienti

liter-

a y argued that the most important problem today is that the level of
knowledge of s ien e and te hnology is far too low in the population at
large, and among s hool

hildren and students in parti ular. Although

some of the alarming reports may be questioned, it is widely a
that the situation is disturbing. If the general publi

epted

la ks the knowledge

needed to have reasonably well-founded opinions about important s ienti

and te hnologi al issues, it will be a problem for demo ra y. The

paper will argue that promoting s ienti

litera y is an important aim of

philosophy of s ien e. However, philosophers of s ien e should not be just
publi

relations agents for the s ien es. On the

that they take a

ontrary, it is imperative

riti al look at modern s ien e. It will further be ar-

gued that a histori al perspe tive is important in pursuing this goal, and
that philosophy of s ien e

an learn some important lessons from s ien e

studies.

1. Introdu tion: s ienti litera y
The term s ienti

litera y was introdu ed in the 1950s, and is regarded

as a timeless goal for s ien e edu ation. One des ription of s ienti

lit-

era y was given by the Ameri an Asso iation for the Advan ement of
S ien e in the do ument

S ien e for All Ameri ans.

In this do ument a

s ienti ally literate person is des ribed as one who is aware that s ien e
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derstand key

on epts and prin iples of s ien e, is familiar with the natu-

ral world and re ognizes both its diversity and unity, and applies s ienti
knowledge and skills for individual and so ial purposes (AAAS, 1990).
S ienti

litera y was again put on the publi

partly related to the

oni t that has

agenda in the 1990s,

ome to be known as the S ien e

Wars. It started when the biologist Paul R. Gross and the mathemati ian

Norman Levitt published the book: Higher Superstition. The A ademi
Left and Its Quarrels with S ien e (1994). The book was a er e atta k on

ertain quarters within the history of s ien e, philosophy of s ien e and soiology of s ien e, su h as existentialism, phenomenology, postmodernism,
feminism, multi ulturalism and so on. The next year, 1995, the book was
followed up with a

onferen e in New York given by the New York A ad-

emy of S ien es titled

The Flight from S ien e and Reason.

The

oni t

gained momentum when the physi ist Alan Sokal published the arti le
Transgressing the Boundaries: Towards a Transformative Hermeneuti s
of Quantum Gravity (1996) in a journal for

So ial Text.

ultural studies,

Soon after the arti le was published, Sokal revealed that the entire thing
had been a hoax. He had intentionally written an arti le that
a lot of nonsense, however it was written using fashionably

ontained
orre t ter-

minology with referen es to a range of postmodern thinkers. The hoax
gained worldwide publi ity, and many of the parti ipants in the debate
have

laimed that this debate shows that C. P. Snow's two

exist.

son

The pro eedings of the

onferen e

ultures still

The Flight from S ien e and Rea-

were published in an anthology with the same title as the

In his introdu tion Paul R. Gross sums up the main

onferen e.

on erns of the or-

ganizers:
We believe that there is today in the West, among professors and
others who are paid, in prin iple, to think and tea h, a new and
most systemi
and

ight from s ien e and reason. It is given endless

ontradi tory justi ations; but its imperialism  for exam-

ple under the banner of s ien e studies  and the high esteem
in whi h it holds the trendiest irrationalisms, are undeniable. This
has brought with it, from that unexpe ted a ademi

quarter, a

tru ulent defense in the name of demo ra y of New Age and
traditional forms of sophistry and
grams of anti-logi

harlatanism. Younger pro-

and anti-s ien e are both diuse (oppositional
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movements being by their nature fra tious) and angrier than the
siege, already a few de ades old, of obje tivity in the so ial
s ien es and humanities (Gross, Levitt, Lewis 1997, p. 2).
This

on ern was not without foundation, and it is still a

ause for

on-

ern. Sometimes we re eive alarming reports on the low level of s ienti
litera y in the population at large. Anti-s ien e and alternative s ien e
movements, like

reationism, astrology and healing, to take a few exam-

ples, are so widespread that they

annot be negle ted. Some of the most

alarming reports are probably exaggerated, but a

ording to a

onserva-

tive assessment of the situation there is no doubt that the knowledge of
and interest in s ien e and te hnology do not in rease at the same rate
as the signi an e of s ien e and te hnology in so iety.
This must be a
s ienti

ause for

on ern for the authorities, and therefore,

and te hnologi al litera y (STL) and publi

understanding of

s ien e and te hnology (PUST) have been put at the top of the politi al
agenda. In USA president Bill Clinton made it one of the main politi1
al issues in his se ond term in o e. Although there is sometimes a
onsiderable dis repan y between word and a tion, all politi ians in industrialized
s ienti

ountries (and most other

ountries as well) maintain that

and te hnologi al litera y has the highest priority. However, the

motivations may be dierent. Most people

an agree that s ienti

and

te hnologi al litera y in the population is a prerequisite for keeping up
produ tivity and as a guarantee for a demo rati

development. If the

population by and large la ks the knowledge required for making wellfounded de isions on important issues related to s ien e and te hnology,
it will undermine the demo rati

ontrol of the development.

Some of the advo ates of s ienti

and te hnologi al litera y go fur-

ther, though. They maintain that all publi
against

s epti ism and resistan e

ontroversial s ien e and te hnology, like nu lear power and ge-

neti ally modied food, is based on superstition and ignoran e. Therefore,
more information and better knowledge will
opinion.

The Flight from S ien e and Reason

hange the negative publi
is one example. The arti les

follow up the introdu tion quoted previously with atta ks on dis iplines
that are per eived as representing irrational tenden ies in a ademi

life,

su h as existentialism, phenomenology, feminist epistemology and deepe ology. The authors probe deeply and also nd targets to atta k deep
1 Needless to say, the priorities of his su

essor have been dierent.
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within the established s ien es. That Ilya Prigogine would be

riti ized

might be expe ted, but Werner Heisenberg and Niels Bohr also

ome un-

der

riti ism. It is di ult to avoid having the impression that the pro-

ponents maintain a rigid and orthodox notion of s ien e, where everything
that does not t into a narrow framework is

onsidered to be anti-s ien e

and irrational.

2. Ronald Giere on s ienti litera y
If we look at the Ameri an Asso iation for the Advan ement of S ien e's
des ription of s ienti

litera y, the interesting thing is that it does not

on entrate so mu h on s ienti
of

ognition, su h as
When s ienti

fa ts, but rather emphasizes higher levels

riti al thinking.

litera y is taken in this sense, no doubt philosophers

of s ien e have promoted s ienti

litera y. Obvious examples are the

logi al positivists and Karl Popper. An important goal for their a tivity
was the dissemination of the s ienti

attitude to all areas of so iety.

At least one introdu tory textbook in philosophy of s ien e has the
expli it aim of promoting s ienti

Understanding S ienti Reasoning.

litera y. The book is Ronald Giere,
This is a widely used introdu tory

text at the undergraduate level. The book is supposed to give the basi s
of s ienti

reasoning:

The primary answer to the question, why study s ienti

rea-

soning? is that it will help you to be better able to understand
and evaluate s ienti

information in both your personal life and

your work (Giere 1991, p. 4).
It will not enable the reader to do s ien e in the laboratory, but to evaluate
s ienti

information in a more

riti al way:

For the purposes of this text, then, learning to understand s ienti

reasoning is a matter of learning how to understand and

evaluate reports of s ienti

ndings of the type one would nd

in a popular magazine, a national newspaper, or a news magazine. This requires only a very general idea of what goes on in
laboratories. And it does not require the skills that are ne essary
to do laboratory resear h (ibid., p. 5).
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onsists of three parts, dealing with models, statisti s and the-

ory of de isions respe tively.
The virtue of the book is that it is

loser to real s ien e than many

other introdu tory textbooks in the philosophy of s ien e. For example,
it deals with randomized, prospe tive and retrospe tive trials, and the
notion of

ause as used in epidemiology. The reader is supposed to learn

what it means that, say, smoking

auses

an er. It uses examples from

real-life s ien e, and has many good examples. There are no theoreti al
dis ussions, though.
I said that the expli it aim of the book is to promote s ienti

litera y.

And one aspe t of the book pla es it rmly in this tradition: sour es of
error, ignoran e and irrationality are all pla ed outside s ien e. The two
last editions of the book have a
In this

hapter with the title Marginal s ien e.

hapter psy hoanalysis, astrology,

lairvoyan e, von Däniken and

New Age phenomena are dealt with. There is nothing wrong with this.
But it is a striking fa t that the book does not address the problem of
errors within s ien e, or the abuse of s ien e. If the aim of the book is to
promote s ienti

litera y, this is a serious omission. It is a mu h more

serious possibility that the students who read the book will one day be in
the position to abuse s ien e than that they will be the vi tims of, say,
astrology.
It is interesting to noti e that in the des ription given by the Ameri an Asso iation of the Advan ement of S ien e quoted previously, it is
emphasized that the s ienti ally literate person is aware that s ien e and
te hnology are human enterprises with strengths and limitations. Learning about the limitations of s ien e is as mu h a part of s ienti

litera y

as is learning about the strengths of s ien e. Two books whi h might

The Mismeasure of Man
Risk and Rationality.

serve this purpose are Stephen Jay Gould's
Kristin Shrader-Fre hette's

and

3. A dierent approa h to s ienti litera y
A quite dierent book, whi h also has the expli it aim of promoting s ienti

litera y, is Harry Collins and Trevor Pin h:

eryone should know about s ien e :

The Golem: what ev-
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The point is that, for
rati

itizens who want to take part in the demo-

pro ess of a te hnologi al so iety, all the s ien e they need

to know about is

ontroversial . . . (Collins and Pin h 1993, p. 3).

Therefore, the main task of the book is to remove s ien e from its Platoni

heaven. The main strategy is to show that s ienti

results are the

produ t of disagreement, un ertainty,

ompromise, power struggle and

de isions. In other words: it is a so ial

onstru tion. The problem of tra-

ditional history of s ien e (and here they follow Kuhn) is that this is
mostly left out, leaving the false impression that s ienti

truths prevail

with the inevitable for e of logi al ne essity.
In the book seven histori al
of relativity. Another is

ases are examined. One is the theories

old fusion. After having dealt with the

authors draw the following

ases the

on lusion:

. . . we have shown that s ientists at the resear h front

annot

settle their disagreements through better experimentation, more
knowledge, more advan ed theories, or
ulous to expe t the general publi
We agree with the publi

learer thinking. It is ridi-

to do better.

understanders that the

itizen needs

to be informed enough to vote on te hni al issues, but the information needed is not about the

ontent of s ien e; it is about the

relationship of experts to politi ians, to the media, and to the
rest of us (Collins and Pin h 1993, p. 145).
However, Collins and Pin h go further:
We have no reason to think that relativity is anything but the
truth  and a very beautiful, delightful and astonishing truth
it is  but it is a truth whi h
de isions.

[. . . ]

ame into being as a result of

. . . it was a truth brought about by agreement to

agree about new things. It was not a truth for ed on us by the
inexorable logi

of a set of

ru ial experiments (ibid., p. 54).

I have already mentioned that two of the

ases in the book are the theories

of relativity (the spe ial as well as the general) and
story and one failure. However, a
only dieren e between the su
fusion was that the rst was a
the s ienti

ommunity.

old fusion: one su

ess

ording to the book it looks as if the

ess of the theory of relativity and

old

epted whereas the se ond was reje ted by
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Collins and Pin h need not go that far, though. The important thing
is to show that the results of s ien e are not inevitable, they might have
been dierent. I think that Ian Ha king is right when he gives the following
hara terization of so ial

onstru tivists. So ial

onstru tivists about X

tend to hold that:
(1) X need not have existed, or need not be at all as it is. X, or X as
it is at present, is not determined by the nature of things; it is not
inevitable.
Very often they go further, and urge that
(2) X is quite bad as it is.
(3) We would be mu h better o if X were done away with, or at least
radi ally transformed (Ha king 1999, p. 6).
For X we substitute s ien e (or s ien e and te hnology).

4. The importan e of idealization
Collins and Pin h have later modied their position. However, I shall use
their original position to show why I

annot follow them all the way, and

I shall start with an example from their book.
The example is an exer ise to tea h elementary s hool pupils to measure the boiling point of water. The pupils are told to put their thermometers into a beaker of water and read the temperature when the water boils.
Hardly any of the pupils obtain the result 100



if they do not already

know the answer. In the example used in the book the results are like
this: Skip gets 102
100,2





, Tania gets 105

, Zonker gets 54





, Johnny gets 99,5



, Mary gets

, whereas Brian does not obtain any result.

Smudger boils his beaker dry, and bursts his thermometer. Ten minutes
before the end of the lesson the tea her gathers all the pupils and starts
the so ial engineering pro ess: Skip held his thermometer in a bubble
of superheated steam when he made his reading, Tania had impurities
in her water, Johnny did not wait until the water boiled, Mary's result
demonstrates the ee t of slightly higher air pressure, and Zonker, Brian
and Smudger have not yet a quired the required
lesson all the pupils are

ompeten e. After this

onvin ed that they have demonstrated that the

boiling point of water is 100



, or they would have demonstrated it if
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there had not been a few lo al problems. A

ording to Collins and Pin h

this simple exer ise demonstrates the essen e of s ien e:
In the end, however, it is the s ienti
tea her?) who brings order to this
anti s of the
ti

ommunity (the head

haos, transmuting the

lumsy

olle tive Golem S ien e into a neat and tidy s ien-

myth. There is nothing wrong with this; the only sin is not

knowing that it is always thus (Collins and Pin h 1993, p. 151).
However, if we look

loser at the example, it is worth noti ing that

something is missing: In ea h

ase a spe i

explanation is given for why

the pupil did not obtain the exa t value 100
that Skip got 102



heated vapor. But the

. For example, it is said

ru ial question is: Are these explanations

Would all the pupils have obtained 100
measurements



be ause he put the thermometer in a bubble of super-

orre tly under ideal



if they had

orre t?

arried out their

onditions, or is this something that

their tea her tries to make them believe? We know that the answer to
that question is yes, that the pupils would indeed have obtained the result 100



.

The lesson of this example is not that s ien e is a so ial
but that the result

onstru tion,

an only be obtained under spe ial, idealized

ondi-

tions. To understand an important aspe t of modern s ien e we have to
understand the importan e of idealization. In fa t, we learned this from
Alexandre Koyré, who pointed to what he
s ien e. In his

Galileo Studies

alled the Platonism of modern

he draws a line from Pythagoras and Plato,

via Ar himedes and to Galileo. We might extend this line to Einstein and
Hawking.
The basi
if and how

problem whi h Platonism tries to solve, is the question

ertain knowledge

an be obtained. The Platonist answer is:

through mathemati s. Plato's theory of knowledge was inspired by geometry as the paradigm of knowledge, and a

ording to Galileo the book

of nature is written in the language of mathemati s. However, there is
an important dieren e between Plato on the one side and Galileo and
modern s ien e on the other. Whereas Plato's reality was immaterial,
Galileo's reality was material. Galileo

alled obje tive reality primary

sense qualities. The essential property of matter is that it

an be de-

s ribed mathemati ally.
Galileo re ognized that a mathemati al des ription requires measurements, and that measurements require

ontrolled laboratory experiments.
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ontrolled laboratory experiment is to keep all or most

onstant. Only one or a few fa tors are varied at a time. These

onditions in rease

ertainty. A

ording to the traditional view,

on-

trolled experiments are merely simpli ation and puri ation of natural
situations. We have to leave out some fa tors to make the problems manageable. Afterwards we add ba k the fa tors that were left out, and in
this way we

ome

loser to natural situations.

However, we do not only remove
arti ial

ompli ating fa tors. We

onditions on the obje t as well, be ause the ideal

impose

onditions

are normally not realized in everyday life. Therefore, adding ba k may
not be an easy task. There is an alternative, though. We may realize the
ideal

onditions through te hnology. From this point of view te hnology

is a way of redu ing un ertainty. It is interesting to note that Galileo was
aware of the intimate relationship between the ideal
to

arry out experiments, and te hnology. In

New S ien es

onditions required

Dialogue Con erning Two

he pointed out that his own results had been proved in

the abstra t, and when applied to

on rete

ases they would yield false

results. The horizontal motion would not be uniform, a freely falling body
would not move a

ording to the law, and the path of a proje tile would

not be a parabola. However, speaking of the di ulties arising by these
limitations, he immediately adds:
. . . in order to handle this matter in a s ienti
to

way, it is ne essary

ut loose from these di ulties; and having dis overed and

demonstrated the theorems, in the

ase of no resistan e, to use

them and apply them with su h limitations as experien e will
tea h. And the advantage of this method will not be small; for
the material and shape of the proje tile may be

hosen, as dense

and round as possible, so that it will en ounter the least resistan e
in the medium (Galileo 1638/1954, p. 251).
To put it simply: te hnology to a large extent realizes the ideal
tions of the laboratory at a larger s ale. We

ondi-

an see how this works in

biote hnology by looking at the so- alled green revolution of the 1960s
as an example. It involved the development and introdu tion of new plant
spe ies that gave larger yields per a re than did the traditional spe ies.
This rst happened with wheat in Mexi o, and later with wheat and ri e
in Asia. The new high-yielding varieties
tilizer with far higher

ould make better use of fer-

on entrations than traditional varieties, and they
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had noti eably faster maturation rates. One
plants re eive the

ru ial fa tor was that the

orre t amount of watering at the

orre t time. They

were also less resistant against a number of diseases and parasites. To
summarize: if the new variants were to give higher yields, a 

pa kage , in the form of the

te hnologi al

orre t amounts of fertilizer, water, pesti ides

and plant prote tion produ ts was needed. If these things are not in pla e,
the pro ess

an go wrong. The desired ee ts

a hieved if one also has
to

an in other words only be

ontrol over the environment. What was needed

arry out the green revolution, was to realize

onditions in agri ulture.2

ontrolled laboratory

5. Re ognizing un ertainty
Although we

an

ontrol parts of nature in this way, the ines apable prob-

lem is, however, that there will always be something outside the system we
ontrol. A fa tory is a typi al example of a
the

ontrolled system. However,

ontrol is normally far from perfe t. First, the produ tion pro ess

itself is full of risks, for example the risk of explosions and

hemi al haz-

ards. Se ond, there is the area around the fa tory. Traditionally this was
heavily polluted. Although regulations have redu ed lo al pollution, the
problem is often moved to other pla es. In parti ular, heavily polluting
produ tion is often moved from the ri h

ountries to third world

oun-

tries, where regulations are absent or less stri t. Third, we have the uses
of the produ ts and the disposal of the worn-out produ ts, and so on.
Therefore, when an area is subje t to te hni al
large area whi h es apes

ontrol, there is always a

ontrol.

In what follows I shall use the term natural
the simplied and idealized

onditions in

ontrast to

onditions of the laboratory and the fa tory.

However, the word natural does not imply that the

onditions are prior

to human intervention.
Then we return to the problem of adding ba k from the simplied and idealized

onditions of the laboratory to natural

onditions. This

2 Cf. the following quotation from Ian Ha king: In fa t, few things that work in
the laboratory work very well in a thoroughly unmodied world  in a world whi h
has not been bent toward the laboratory (Ha king 1992, p. 59). Ha king refers to
Latour 1987.
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problem has been re ognized by e ologists. Therefore, laboratory experiments have limited value in e ology be ause the arti ial

onditions some-

times prevent important natural ee ts from appearing and may magnify
in idental and trivial ee ts. To quote an e ologist:
Laboratory studies are ee tive in isolating a response to a fa tor
but the response may not be e ologi ally relevant and the number
of potential fa tors that

ould be investigated is so large that the

study of any isolated fa tors may be futile (Peters 1991, p. 138).
If laboratory experiments fail, eld experiments might do the job. They
are something between a laboratory experiment and the natural system.
Be ause they are

loser to the natural systems, they are popular in e o-

logy. However, it looks as if we get nothing for free. There is a trade-o
between

ontrol of the

onditions on the one hand and relevan e to natural

situations on the other: The better the eld experiments, the less relevant
they are.
The problem of un ertainty may also be formulated in the language of
risk assessment. We must (at least) distinguish between two dierent situations: un ertainty and ignoran e. When we have un ertainty, it means
that we know what

an go wrong. (When we also know the probabilities,

we are talking about risk.) However, there are often situations where we
have no idea of what

an go wrong. These situations are

ignoran e. In risk assessment it is desirable to redu

hara terized by

e un ertainty to risk,

be ause it enables the appli ation of the mathemati al methods of risk
analysis (probability theory, statisti s and the like). This requires simpli ation and idealization, either in the form of experiments as des ribed
earlier or by applying mathemati al models. However, we have a similar problem as in the

ase of e ology: the redu tion of un ertainty may

in rease ignoran e (Wynne 1992, p. 114).
Mathemati ally speaking the problem is nonlinearity. The mathemati al s ien es have sin e the time of Galileo largely

on entrated on linear

or approximately linear systems. One reason is that the analyti al tools
of mathemati s

an be used. However, when the intera tions between the

parts of a system or the fa tors determining a pro ess are nonlinear, the
situation is
ized by

hanged. This was rst observed in

haos. Chaos is

sensitive dependen e on initial onditions

hara ter-

(the Buttery ee t):

small un ertainties in the determination of the initial

onditions of a sys-

tem may in rease exponentially until they are the same magnitude as the
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parameters of the system. In that

ase adding ba k does not work, and

predi tions are limited.
However, organi
plexity and

nature is in general not

haoti , but

omplex. Com-

haos are not the same. It is sometimes said that

arises at the edge of

omplexity

haos. But they do have nonlinearity in

ommon,

rendering impossible both adding ba k and exa t predi tions.
Is un ertainty genuinely new in s ien e? The answer is simply no.
From the very beginning of philosophy and s ien e there were alternative
s hools of thought that emphasized un ertainty. The

ontemporaries of

Plato, the Sophists, and even Plato's own tea her, So rates, stressed both
un ertainty and ignoran e. Therefore, we

an draw an alternative line,

from So rates, via the Renaissan e Humanism of Erasmus and Montaigne,
to the present situation ( f. Toulmin 1990).
In a

ertain sense the two aspe ts,

ertainty and un ertainty, are

ombined in the theories of probability and statisti s. Furthermore, the
re ognition of un ertainty is the very foundation of one of the most basi
and inuential theories of

ontemporary s ien e, quantum me hani s.

However, what is genuinely new today is the re ognition that un ertainty

annot be tamed or ignored. Previously, unintended side-ee ts of

industrial produ tion that were outside our

ontrol

ould to a large extent

be ignored. However, the global hara ter of some environmental problems
has shown that there is no outside: the biosphere is nite. Therefore, s ientists and te hnologists have in many ways
The Chernobyl a

ident is a dramati

ome into a new situation.

example, however problems su h as

a possible global warming, a possible redu tion of the ozone layer, and so
on are all of the same type. These en ompass totally dierent problems
than s ientists and te hnologists are traditionally trained to deal with
(Funtowi z and Ravetz 1991, p. 85).

6. Some onsequen es for s ienti litera y
Re ognizing the importan e of idealization in s ien e, the
nature and the irredu ibility of un ertainty has

omplexity of

onsequen es for s ienti

litera y. I shall restri t myself to dealing with one problem, the uses of
idealized models.
Experts trained in a eld have a tenden y to apply the kinds of models
that

onform with their eld. The following example has been taken from
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Brian Wynne's Un ertainty and Environmental Learning: In May of
1986 a

loud of radioa tive material from the Chernobyl a

over Cumbria in North Wales. Heavy rains
radioa tive
in

ident passed

aused a large amount of

esium to fall over an area used to raise sheep. The authorities

harge assured everyone that there was no

ause for

on ern, but in

spite of this, six weeks after the rains a ban against selling meat from
sheep that had grazed in the area was imposed be ause of the high levels
of radioa tivity found in the meat. Experts

laimed however that the

radioa tivity would rapidly de rease, and that the ban would be lifted in
a few weeks. Yet, even after six years the level of radioa tivity was so high
in some of the ae ted areas that restri tions had to be upheld.
How

ould the experts be so wrong? Their predi tions were based

on extrapolations from the behavior of

esium in alkaline

lay soil to the

a id peat soil of Cumbria. Measurements showed that the dispersion of
esium in these types of soil was fairly similar, and on that basis they
assumed that

esium would sink so far down into the ground that after a

short period of time there would be no problem. This was based on the
assumption that the radiation would

ome from the

esium in the soil and

would be absorbed by people or animals who happened to be in the area.
Under this assumption it was the physi al transport of

esium in the soil

that was important. However, this assumption was wrong. The sheep got
esium in their bodies through the grass they ate. The important question
was therefore not how the

esium was dispersed throughout the soil but

if it was absorbed into the vegetation. Here there proved to be a signifi ant dieren e between alkaline
soil

lay soil and a id peat. In alkaline

get absorbed into the vegetation, whereas in peat it remains
mobile and
not

lay

esium adsorbs onto aluminum sili ate mole ules so that it does not
hemi ally

an therefore be taken up into the vegetation. The experts did

onsider these possibilities, and that was the

ause of their mistaken

predi tions (Wynne 1992, p. 121).
Should not a model that took into

onsideration for example hemi al

properties, have been used at the onset? The answer is, of

ourse, yes.

But to understand why the experts made su h an apparently elementary
error we have to take into

onsideration that they had been trained as

physi ists. Physi ists are used to think in terms of physi al transportation
and radiation. Chemists are trained to think in terms of hemi al rea tions
and

hemi al mobility. The problem is that it is not a part of professional
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training to learn about the limits of the models and methods of a eld.
This is the negle ted part of s ienti

litera y.

In parti ular, situations involving

omplex systems are new to most

resear hers. In the mathemati al s ien es one is trained to deal with idealized situations and use simple models. The physi ist Per Bak tells a
story to demonstrate how inadequate this way of thinking may be:
The obsession among physi ists to

onstru t simplied models is

well illustrated by the story about the theoreti al physi ist asked
to help a farmer raise

ows that would produ e more milk. For

a long time, nobody heard from him, but eventually he emerged
from hiding, in a very ex ited state. I now have gured it all out,
he says, and pro eeds to the bla kboard with a pie e of
draws a

ir le. Consider a spheri al

halk and

ow . . .  Here, unfortunately,

it appears that universality does not apply. We have to deal with
the real

ow (Bak 1997, p. 45).

Extended peer
enti

ommunities implies an extension of the traditional s i-

ommunity to in lude non-experts as well. However, this does not

mean that non-experts should invade the resear h laboratories and

arry

out resear h. It does mean, though, that non-experts should take part in
dis ussions of priorities, evaluation of results and poli y debates.
The arguments in favor of extended peer

ommunities are similar to
3
I regard

Paul Feyerabend's arguments for a demo ratization of s ien e.
it as a

ontinuation of an important element in the So rati

tradition.

We know that it was part of So rates' strategy to pretend that he was
more ignorant than he a tually was. By asking apparently naive questions
to an expert one may reveal ta it assumptions whi h the expert himself
is not aware of. Many s ientists are s epti al of publi
ontroversial s ienti

debates about

and te hnologi al questions, like nu lear power and

geneti ally modied food, and allege that publi

opinion is often based on

prejudi es and la k of information. No doubt this is sometimes the

ase.

But there are at least two reasons for not keeping these kinds of questions
away from the publi . First, non-experts may be wrong be ause they
are prejudi ed or la k the required information. But experts may also be
wrong. Some of their errors may be
To put it simply: The publi

3 Cf. Laymen

orre ted by bringing in non-experts.

may be wrong be ause it is too far away from

an and must supervise S ien e (Feyerabend 1978, p. 96).
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the te hni al problems, whereas experts may be wrong be ause they are
too

lose. The tunnel vision of experts is at least as great a problem as

the ignoran e of non-experts. The se ond reason is that

ommon people

are ae ted by the de isions whi h are made. The questions of global
warming, the ozone layer, radioa tive waste and geneti ally modied food
on erns everybody, experts as well as non-experts. These questions are
too important to be left only to the experts.
It

an be argued that these

the s ienti

onsequen es do not inuen e s ien e and

method, but only s ien e poli y. In a

ertain sense this is

true, but it depends on what is meant by the s ienti

method. What

is ae ted, is not s ien e per se, but a dominating ideal of what s ien e
should be, emphasizing measurements, mathemati s, idealized models,
laboratory experiments, exa t predi tions and redu tionism. When it is
re ognized that this s ienti

ideal is too narrow even for the mathemat-

i al (or exa t) s ien es, the toxi ologist or e ologist should have few
reservations against doing the same.
However, one might take one step further and argue that the root
of un ertainty is

omplexity. Therefore, to

ome to terms with the new

situation, a new s ien e of omplexity is required. An in reasing number of
authors argue in this way (for a small sele tion, see Ni olis and Prigogine
1989, Bak 1997 and Auyang 1998). This is an important question, but it
goes beyond the s ope of this paper.
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